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Singles Day — the frenzied annual celebration of consumption and
commerce that is China’s much larger version of Black Friday —
began as a protest of sorts against Valentine’s Day, propelled by
college students in the 1990s.
The event’s date, written numerically as 11/11, was associated with
unattached singles, known as “bare sticks.”
This year’s shopping festival entered new territory, blazing past $1
billion within two minutes of the holiday, starting at midnight on
Saturday. By the end of the day, sales had hit a new record of $25.3
billion, more than 40 percent higher than sales on Singles Day
2016.
Singles Day is now inextricably linked with Alibaba, the Chinese ecommerce leviathan that in recent years has turned the holiday
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into an online — and occasionally brick-and-mortar
— mercantile extravaganza. It routinely eclipses
Amazon’s yearly Prime Day promotional event.
In July, Prime Day generated an estimated $1 billion
in revenue during its 30-hour sale window, resulting
in what Amazon called its “biggest day ever.”
The event has evolved into a cultural phenomenon.
On Friday night, Alibaba hosted a lavish gala in
Shanghai, directed by one of the producers behind
the 2016 Academy Awards. Celebrities such as Nicole
Kidman, Pharrell Williams and Maria Sharapova
helped count down the moments before the 60,000
participating global brands released their Singles Day
deals to shoppers.
One offer, from the Chongqing-based online alcohol
brand Jiang Xiao Bai, allowed 33 fast-moving
customers to make a single payment of 11,111 yuan,
or $1,673, for a lifetime supply of a grain liquor
known as baijiu.
Singles Day, which is largely powered through
Alibaba’s Tmall marketplace, was a test of the
company’s logistics network. The company promised
delivery within an hour for certain products and, in
advance of the shopping festival, converted nearly
100,000 stores across China into “smart stores”
capable of processing payment using facial
recognition and other advanced technologies.
(Source: New York Times)

China's Health Food Market Reached 400
Billion
At a recent health industry seminar, Bian Zhenjia,
chief of China Nutrition and Health Food Association,
said that the value of China's health food market
reached 400 billion yuan (60.2 billion USD).

Thanks to the increasing demand for health
improvement, the demand for health food is also
increasing. Recent numbers show that about 2500
companies in China have gained official approval
for health food improvement, with over 16000
health products obtained registration certificate.
Chen Baohua, chief of Shanghai’s health food
industry association, said at the seminar that the
local health industry has been evolving since 1987
and has brought huge impact to the local society
and people’s health.
Mr. Chen said nutrient is the kind of health food
“with Chinese characteristics. “In the past two
decades, nutrients have been well embraced by
the local consumers in China, with great market
potential,” said Mr. Chen. (Source: Xinmin.cn)
Clarification to the Above: Health Food Products is
a much broader category than what are considered
dietary supplements in other parts of the world.
For example, there are some yogurts, red bull and
alcoholic beverages infused with TCM herbs all
considered in this category.

Guizhou Releases Alert for Singles’ Day
The local industry and commerce regulators have
released consumption alert for Singles’ Day, aiming
to raise awareness of protecting due rights among
consumers.
The alert asks consumers to compare prices of
products at different platforms to make sure the
prices are reasonable, as some vendors will
conduct sales fraud by setting a higher price during
the campaign.
False advertisements are also mentioned in the
alert, especially regarding health products and
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medical equipment. Companies or workshops that
have not obtain official approval for operation
might also join the campaign and conduct illegal
sales.
The regulators also remind consumers that they
need to double check whether the products they
buy from the campaigns are genuine with good
quality. Consumers should also keep purchase
receipts in case they need to seek for refund
afterwards. (Source: CICN)

Dali Cracks Down on Illegal Food Sales

nationwide online retail sales rose from 1.3 billion
yuan in 2012 to almost 5.2 billion in 2016.
Ansel Liu, director of JD's Data Research Institute,
believes there is further potential for China's online
retail market to grow.
"Online shopping has principally been dominated by
products such as electronics and clothing. But taking
a look at fast-moving consumer goods such as wine,
online sales only account for less than five percent,
with the share even smaller for groceries," he says.

Recently, regulators of Dali, Yunnan province kicked
off a special campaign to crack down on illegal food
sales and false advertisement, aiming to protect
due rights of consumers and sustain market order.
The regulators have inspected 35 batches of food
produced by 8 manufacturing companies, 32 health
food companies and 15 food sales companies.
822 kg general food and health food were
confiscated for failing to meet quality standard set
by regulators. Relevant companies were fined for
40,000 yuan. (Source: foodmate.net)

"We are confident the online retail market will go
above 20 or even 30 percent of the total sales of
consumer goods in the near future," Liu adds.

JD.com Expects China’s Online Retail
Market to Grow Further

As it is, China's online retail market currently stands
at 750 billion US dollars.

Online shopping is not just a common phenomenon
in China. It is almost a way of life. Clothes,
electronics and appliances, household products,
groceries, you can get them all online.
Despite the ubiquity, online retail sales only
accounted for 15.5 percent of China's total sales of
consumer goods in 2016.
Although this is an increase from just 6.2 percent in
2012, analysts and industry players deem the online
market's share as still small and under-penetrated.
According to the National Bureau of Statistics,

Boasting 250 million in active users, how does JD
make use of data to analyze and keep up with
trends?
Liu says the e-commerce company has observed
changes on two fronts, which has seen China's
online retail market penetrating into a much larger
and more diverse demographic and geography.
"The first wave of online shoppers are those born in
the 1980s. But in the past 5 years, we see an
exponential growth coming from those aged 16-25,
and those above 45 years old," he says.
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Besides, the number of shoppers from smallertiered cities (third-tier and below) has also
increased, Liu added.
In the first three quarters of 2017, online sales
surged by 34.2 percent year-on-year, contributing
largely to the 10.4-percent growth of the total retail
sales of consumer goods.
Liu says JD expects sales growth from smallertiered cities to continue.
"As for larger cities, buyers have expanded their
choice of purchases from electronics and
appliances, to groceries. However, shoppers from
smaller-tiered cities are still very much focused on
appliances," he says.
To continue remaining relevant, JD has jumped on
the bandwagon and launched its first ever
unmanned supermarket at its headquarters in
Beijing two weeks ago.
It has plans to roll out more of them, but it is
remaining tight-lipped on this for now.
How does JD's unmanned supermarket work? As
you enter the store, a camera recognizes your face.
You then use your JD app to scan its QR code. You
can pick any item from the store, and just walk
through its checkout passageway, and payment will
be automatically deducted from your JD wallet or
WeChat account.
As simple as that – you do not even need to scan
the items you have selected. The smart technology
embedded in the checkout walkway is able to
detect that.
JD is not the newest to the game. Other ecommerce players have also launched unmanned
supermarkets and convenience stores.
It is interesting to see how this integration of

online-offline sales platform pans out in the future.
(Source: ECNS)

U.S. "Apple Capital" Reaches Out to
Chinese Consumers Through E-Commerce
Platform
In an apple orchard owned by Auvil Fruit Company
in northwestern U.S. city of Wenatchee, a dozen
workers were picking the best Granny Smith apples
that will reach Chinese consumers in less than three
weeks.
Wenatchee, known in the United States as the
"Apple Capital," might not be a familiar name for
the Chinese, but the red delicious, gala, granny
smith and many more apple species the city
produces have already been very popular among
Chinese consumers.
China has become one of Auvil's biggest overseas
markets for its apples and cherries in recent years
since the company learned about the B2C platform
Tmall.
Take the granny smith apples for example, they will
be sent to the processing factory for selection,
packaging and inspection, before being shipped
through ocean freight to importers in China.
Importers will then repackage the apples and sell
them both online and offline.
"We view China as a huge opportunity for our fruit,"
said Chris McCarthy, CEO of Auvil.
Partly thanks to Tmall, Auvil now has strong brand
recognition in China with the Gee Whiz yellow box
varieties, the company' s premium products.
"Chinese consumers value high quality fruit and
flavor, which is something we strive to grow and
provide," McCarthy said, adding that the company
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can always accommodate Chinese consumers'
needs.
Auvil is a member of Washington Apple
Commission which promotes the state's apple
products to 25 countries around the world. Every
apple Auvil produces has the label of "Washington
state apple."
The commission now has 1,260 member growers
around the state and many packaging and shipping
companies. It has been promoting the apples from
its member growers through Tmall since November
2013.
The sales volume of Washington state apples on
Tmall grew more than 100 percent every year ever
since, according to the commission.
During Tmall's Singles' Day sale event in 2015, more
than 1 million gala apples from Washington state
were sold in just 24 hours. Thanks to the
convenient e-commerce platform, the state's
various kinds of apple products have been known
to the Chinese market.

Auvil has an ambitious plan for China market in the
next five years. McCarthy said the company is
developing eight varieties at the moment, some of
which will be available in China in the next three to
five years.
Apart from apples, Auvil's cherry business in China
is also booming. The company has seen
tremendous increase in its cherry sale volume in
recent years, and its rainier cherries are gaining
popularity with its rich flavor.
"Cherry is highly seasoned, when our domestic
market is saturated with the fruit, the Chinese
market becomes critical to divert our huge output,"
said Bin Zhang, export sales manager of Auvil.
Likewise, Stemilt Growers, another big fruit
company in Wenatchee, is also eyeing the Chinese
market.
Having exported cherries to China for more than a
decade, the company wants to seize the
opportunity e-commerce has brought to sell their
apples to China as well.

"They (our members) are very excited about the
opportunities that e-commerce offers to our
industry," said Rebecca Lyons, international
marketing director of the commission.

Cherries are one of Chinese consumers' favorite
imported fruit on Tmall. Cherry growers from U.S.
states of Oregon, Utah, Montana and Idaho have
also been selling cherries to China in recent years.

She said about 2 million cartons of apples are
shipped to China each year, with each carton
weighing approximately 18 kilograms. It accounts
for about six percent of the apples produced in
Washington state every year.

Keith Hu, international program director of
Northwest Cherry Growers, said about 10 percent
of the cherries produced by growers the
commission represents are sold to Chinese
consumers.

"China has become one of the top five markets for
Washington apples," said Lyons, who added that
the commission hopes to expand the Chinese
market further in the future.

"China has become the largest overseas market for
our cherries," Hu said proudly. (Source: Xinhua)
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